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rasbits 

SILKLY Woven 

for vote !! 
Here are the 5 reasons/ agenda 

VOTE 
or u 

Plastic is Poison" hence reduction and 

replacement of plastic. 

" Support to the and Tax benefits to 

sustainable organisation/ business houses. 

Let's go Vegan " awareness for Veganism ! 
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ELECTION 2023 
GO GREEN 
NO GUILT! 

Climate Education is going to be ultimate 

goal !! 

Healthy Demand Creation" demand less 

and demand healthy for you and your 

planet. 

Don't forget to vote for Team 

Silkly WVoven!! 
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ClIMATE 

Save the earth! 

Vote Éor us !! 



Licypriya Kangujam is a 10-year-old climate activist and 
sustainability influencer in India who has already made 
headlines. She social media to question authorities and 
bring attention to the need for climate action. Born in 

Manipur, she had to move with her family to 
Bhubaneswar, Odisha. She witnessed the devastation 
caused by Cyclone Titli and Fani, back to back in 2018 
and 2019. Again, after moving to Noida, she faced the 
effects of Delhi's pollution. All this pushed this child to 
become an environmental activist. Licypriya attended 
the COP26 summit, where she met UN Chief Antonio 
Guterres. Having been featured in multiple lists and 

inspired millions of teenagers, she is truly the voice of the 
generation, 

LICYPRIYA 

Youngest climate activists !! 
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Licipriya inspires our determination for 
Climate Change tremendousls. She is the 

youngest one in India and still her dedication 
is cause for climate awareness in the whole 

nation. Being a child she could have easily 
ignored the problems of our nation but she 
çhoosed to stand up against those who are 
responsible for this prevailing climate crisis. 

Ahd responsible behaviour towards 
Environment and Nation makes us question 
ourselves that what we are doing for our 
nation ??? 

VOTE 
1or u 
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Day 27 
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Thank You !! 
We humbly request you to search for Qsilky woven on the 

Instagram because we cant attach the ink here due to size of 
the PDF. 

Silkly Woven- Priyanshi - Nandini - Rishika 
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